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About This Game

Dead Army is a Real Time Strategy (RTS) game where the player takes control of an army of zombies. The player will be able
to command each and every zombie in order to create the best strategy to raze military bases, villages and small towns. Given

that controlling zombies is a feature, the player will also be able to increase its undead army through human infection.

Concept

Based on both Tower Defense and Real Time Strategy genres, the player will take control of a pre-determined number of
zombies and march them towards the enemy bases on each level. These bases are populated by armed soldiers or law enforcers

that can be in or outside of a service station.

Single Player Mode

Player objective varies within each level. Some objectives will be more straightforward than others. With that being said, in
some levels the player will have to kill all enemies to succeed; while in other levels the player may be tasked with the gathering
of some resource, or protecting a hero at all costs. The objectives will be displayed as soon as the player reaches a new level.

Miscellaneous objectives in Single Player Mode

Not every level will feature misc-objectives. Their purpose will be to generate additional challenges to the player. Some will be
simple, while others will need an elaborate strategy for its completion. Misc-objectives will not be mandatory in order to

complete any level.
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Levels

Every level will have one or more enemy bases to be destroyed, and every level will also start with an initial amount of zombies
for the player to control. This amount can be increased throughout the course of the game.

Features

Gameplay

Initial levels that works as a tutorial

New types of soldiers and enemies gradually appear throughout the game

Tactical objectives where the player will have to go beyond devastating its opponent

New features at every level revealing both human and zombie units – each with its new abilities

Battle

Individual control and selection of each unit

Group control and selection through keyboard mapping

Squad control and selection by unit type (zombie-ballistae, zombie-warrior, etc)

HP bar display for both ally and enemy units

New units that are more killed and lethal at each level
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A different game, where you control the zombies. Several different classes and challenges after AI update was much better.
I recommend buying to help the game continue to evolve. It could become pretty good one day. For the full price, I wouldn't
have bothered but for about 50-60% discount I might've given it a try. Of course getting it at 80% seems like a good investment
for when it becomes a good game (It needs a lot of work). This game looked very interesting, control the horde for good or evil?
Having played the very basic (hope this is expanded on a little as otherwise it serves little purpose) 'Tutorial', and then made a
start on the prologue here are my thoughts so far:
Controls are easy enough
Graphics functional.
Sound does the job.
Fairly basic so far, but as it's a prologue then I would expect a nice gentle build up.
It has a story so which is interesting enough so far.

Biggest issue so far the human AI is less than that of your everyday zombie. No one seems to flee, they just wait, terror stuck
maybe, whilst your hoarde devours them. Soldiers whilst they do shoot back are the same waiting for your approach.
Using the age old 'tank rush' sheer weight of numbers has meant no challenge thus far.

This however is the only real flaw I would offer up currently.

So Early Access, cheap as chips, well fish and chips any way. So time yet to improve and build.

I'm happy eith my purchase, as such thumbs up, to any one who likes to dip their toes in early and whatch things develop, go for
it.. Awful.. synchronization I guess? I click to have my units attack a moving target, and by the time the game registers the
command, the target has moved. So it's largely guesswork as to whether your units will attack or just move to the target.
Added to that, sometimes they will automatically move to engage units in range. Sometimes they won't. So you legit have to
micromanage every unit. Refunded. Waste of 30 minutes.. has not had an update in months. refunded ;). Interesting, needs
better balance but still fun.
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Dead Army - Radio Frequency is a fun and different take on the zombie apocalipse genre. As a Early Access game the package
is quite good, with many levels in the history mode that is not that deep but is interesting. Visually the game looks cool, with a
mix of old school with modern graphics that makes the game unique and interesting, although some of the textures are not that
great. There are also some homages to the zombie genre that are fun to find and try to guess where it was inspired from. The
gameplay and camera movement is a little stiff and requires some getting used to, but it works fine and doesn't compromise the
experience. The price is at a fair point and It is worth the buy, especially if you consider it is an Early Access and improvements
are being made very often. Let's see what comes when the complete version is available.. I LIKE IT THANK YOU KEEP
GOING
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